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Abstract. Good quality dwelling and the environment are related to the values of citizens’ existence. It can be highlighted as important questions in creating a sustainable living environment. The research and analysis carried out so far include global planning of the plot of a particular country or city according to economic aspects. Meanwhile, our model, which covers the key social aspects of choosing a residential house, will fill this gap. We propose an original problem formulated which includes the planning of the plot of a particular city according to economic, environmental and social aspects. Our work aims to investigate the criteria for the selection of single-family houses and to develop a theoretical evaluation model based on decision-making methods. The presented study deals with the problem of selecting a one-family house plot using the Weighted Aggregate Sum Product Assessment Methods (WASPAS) and the Step-Wise Weight Assessment Ratio Analysis Method (SWARA). During the research, parameters related to plot selection were evaluated: infrastructure, distance, cost, privacy, security and aesthetic view.
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Introduction

The European Union Housing Sector Statistics Directive emphasises that affordable housing at affordable prices is a fundamental human need and right. Satisfying this need and thus reducing poverty and social exclusion in some European countries is still not easy (Eurostat, 2019). Approximately one-third of the population lives in single-family houses in Lithuania, and this indicator equals the EU average (Eurostat, 2019). In Europe, around 72% of the population lives in cities (Hiller & Lerbs, 2016). To help settle down, the urbanisation of cities is going beyond urban areas (European Environment Agency, 2015). 66.7% of the population lives in Lithuanian cities, of which even a quarter – in Vilnius and its suburb (Lithuanian Department of Statistics, 2013), so a frequent resident chooses to build a residential house in the countryside (near Vilnius). Therefore, the most relevant criteria that influence the selection of single-family house plots in different locations of Vilnius and its suburbs are included in the formulation of our task.

At present, buildings, building elements and their environmental impact can be measured using BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Methodology) and LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certification systems covering all sustainability characteristics or other standards for sustainable building assessment. Unfortunately, even in the city of Vilnius (not to mention other Lithuanian cities), investment in the BREEAM and LEED residential building is hard to pay because it is 1000-5000 euros per apartment with the BREEAM and LEED badge. What is more, these specific methods are not widely used in distinctive residential design because of the complex evaluation of many criteria. The introduction of BREEAM and LEED standards systems and the pursuit of certificates require additional investment (Construction and Architecture, 2018), which is why most individual home builders are too expensive. This fact is why new proposals for assessing the construction of single-family houses are emerging (Zavadskas et al., 2017a). In the meantime, our proposed model makes it easy for the average user who does not
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have special construction education to solve the problem of a site selection.

Analysts at Ober-Haus, a major real estate services company in Lithuania and the Baltic region, providing professional house, flat and land-plot search services highlight the growing demand for individual land-plots (Ober-Haus, 2019). This company captures demand growth in Lithuania: purchasing of land-plot in Lithuania increased by 83% compared to 2009. Among the reasons are a lack of alternatives and a small price difference between a house and a flat. The company's analysts emphasise that a well-chosen plot is a great real estate investment. As a result, our proposed theoretical approach to site selection may be applicable to other European cities.

There is no doubt – own house is one of the biggest dreams of the people in Lithuania. Already today, most people buy and build houses, assessing their real possibilities. Research carried out over two decades ago analysed citizens' intuitive choice of housing environment and justified price dependence on the type of landscape (Luttik, 2000). What kind of house and place to choose to improve the quality of life and not reduce it? For Lithuanians, as well as for the majority of residents of other countries, the quality housing purchased is equivalent to a successful and long-term investment (Kaklauskas et al., 2018a). A citizen who owns a land-plot for a single-family home can live in that environment for the rest of his life, and future generations often inherit it. Consequently, land-plot selection is no less important than the materials and constructions of the future house (Ortiz et al., 2016), energy use (Kaoula & Bouchair, 2020), environmental impact (Motuzienë et al., 2016; Petrovic et al., 2019). Before starting the building of a house, a land-plot is selected/ purchased: in the city, on the border of the city or outside the city. It often takes several years to find a land-plot for building a house trying to evaluate the infrastructure (Saidi et al., 2018), distance from the city center or workplace (Acheampong, 2018; Guidon et al., 2019), transport systems, communications (Saidi et al., 2018). Also, citizen choice is influenced by the structure of cities (Acheampong, 2018), the changing composition of their families (Fatmi & Habib, 2018), a land-use change associated with spatial planning (Solecka et al., 2017). The pursuit of housing privacy, security, and aesthetic representations of the environment in research are presented as distinct social dimensions that affect the well-being of the population (Tao, 2018; Zamani et al., 2018). Most scientific articles on the house or plot selection assess 1–3 criteria, such as the development of a public transport network (Erdogan & Kaya, 2019), landscape, distance to the workplace, or merely assessing citizens health rehabilitation. A study covering the economic, environmental and social (with emphasis on the latter) selection criteria was not widely developed. We propose a complex theoretical model for the selection of a single-family house plot. Our proposed model combines all the current most popular aspects, covering the anchors of sustainability: social, environmental and economic.

Thus, plot selection can be identified as an important area requiring specific consideration. As researches do not distinguish single-family house plots as a separate element – very important for the citizen intending to build a house – this task can be described as an actual procedure for engineering design and practical implementation (Mardani et al., 2017; Kaklauskas et al., 2018b; Kokaraki et al., 2019).

The selection process is a typical problem of multi-criteria decision-making methods (MCDM) to reduce the number of possible alternatives for the final choice. MCDM approaches measure not only conflicting criteria (Si et al., 2016) but also integrate sustainability aspects: economic, environmental and social (Mohammed et al., 2019). Different MCDM approaches may be chosen for solving sustainability tasks. For example, Zavadskas et al. (2019) proposed a new methodology for assessing the safety of public parks, which includes a sustainable solution to determine the set of public parks according to their level of safety. The combination of Analytical Hierarchical Process (AHP) and Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) has been adapted to determine suitable locations for wind farms (Konstantinos et al., 2019). The Weight Aggregated Sum Product Assessment Methods (WASPAS), previously presented by Zavadskas et al. (2012), is used to solve different tasks: evaluating supplier services (Pamucar et al., 2019), developing a model for identifying critical information infrastructure (Turskis et al., 2019b), improving the quality of life (Bašys & Blackhead, 2017), addressing the problem of local gathering (Chen et al., 2018) and others.

The development and application of WASPAS are analysed and systematised (Mardani et al., 2017, 2018), and various extensions are created for solving different tasks (Peng & Dai, 2017; Mishra & Rani 2018; Bašys et al., 2019). Because the plot selection problem can be identified as a city or country sustainability problem, the WASPAS approach with neutrosophic kits, often used in solving similar problems, is proposed to address this challenge (Nie et al., 2017; Stević et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2018).

Several methods are used to solve criteria problems: AHP, ANP, entropy and SWARA. The SWARA method has an advantage over the classic AHP and other methods. The SWARA method is designed for group decision making and is easy to understand for novice users as well (Keršulienė et al., 2010). Besides, it can predict expert opinions based on the relative weight of each criterion and does not require any comparative scale, such as the Saaty scale. A review paper exploring the hybrid SWARA and WASPAS approaches that evaluate criteria and alternatives have become an impetus for this combination of approaches (Mardani et al., 2017).

The article is organised as follows: section 1 provides an overview of the literature, a problem formulated in section 2, a methodology for evaluation of residential plot selection in Vilnius city described in section 3; section 4 describes the application of the proposed methodology in Vilnius (Lithuania). Finally, discussions and conclusions are made.
1. Literature review

Different processes take place in stages. Acquisition of housing starts from the location and plot selection. If one of the biggest influences on the choice of place of residence was the infrastructure 10–20 years ago, this aspect becomes less significant in the present time as the number of cars in families increases (Bausys & Juodagaliūnė, 2017; Acheampong, 2018). Environmental pollution becomes more relevant (Kerimray et al., 2018), proximity to nature, projected global development of adjacent areas (Fatmi & Habib, 2018; Tao, 2018).

The concept of sustainable development, including social, environmental and economic characteristics, fully describes the needs of the present and does not threaten future needs (Zavadskas et al., 2017b; Soflaei et al., 2017; Dahmen et al., 2018). Although the economic aspect of sustainability is still a major part of the construction industry, the importance of social sustainability is increasing (Kamali & Hewage, 2017; Karami et al., 2017).

Assessment of urban sustainability is a complex process due to rapid urban growth, which is increasingly harming the environment (Kaklauskas et al., 2018b; Martínez-Bra-vo et al., 2019). Spanish scientists suggest simplifying sustainability assessments by dividing urban structures into smaller parts (Braulio-Gonzalo et al., 2018). In England, a sustainable housing development strategy is related to neighbourhood planning. This strategy has helped citizens understand the importance of housing needs (Bradley & Sparling, 2017). Urban development is increasingly influenced by construction cycles in developed countries and especially in Europe. Based on macroeconomics and taking into account the 12 contextual indicators that assess the main social and demographic characteristics, researchers found that the number of building permits per resident (one of the most sensitive indicators) correlates with the national economy (Cecchini et al., 2019).

Practically all citizens, who are interested in the recommendations of proper planning and layout of a private house, i.e. orientation of the living room, bedrooms, kitchen and other rooms, can choose the right project. Most potential economy-class residents choose repetitive or repetitive (redesigned) house designs because of their cost. Although scientists have found that existing single-family houses are oriented in the desired direction, despite the random orientation of the land-plot (Almumar, 2019), choosing a small land-plot can become a problem. Studies have been carried out to determine the limitations of the plot and its built-up area to pay attention to landscape and flora preserving as part of the recreational land-plot is dedicated to relaxation and quality of life. Through a questionnaire survey and observations, researchers investigated the impact of landscape design on home prices in urban areas. They concluded that the perception of quality and quality in landscape design would be applied to residential development (Hussain et al., 2014). The size, position and environmental features of the selected land-plot can influence the thermal comfort of the future house and the energy savings due to sun exposure in the world (Almumar, 2019). Also, studies are still ongoing to compare housing prices in apartment buildings and detached houses (Holmes et al., 2019) by analysing housing information in future recession periods (Christiansen et al., 2019).

Land use is very important when buying a land-plot. When looking for a land-plot, the Lithuanian buyer encounters not only the plots of a household but also those of the agricultural or garden community use. The difference in land prices depending on land use will be significant if other conditions (engineering networks, infrastructure, environment, etc.) are similar. In most cases, plot sellers set prices based on ongoing urban development and projections of suburban housing zoning (Solecka et al., 2017; Widjonarko, 2018).

Multi-criteria decision-making methods (MCDMs) are used to help individuals or project teams to choose the best alternative, taking into account a variety of factors (Kaklauskas et al., 2018a). Selection of a plot for the construction of a single house shows a compromise among different variants. Analogous problems with hesitant fuzzy information are proposed to be solved by WASPAS (Mishra et al., 2019).

Decision-makers could use a variety of multi-criteria methods to determine the best case for plot selection. These methods are used for design solutions of various types of architecture, engineering and construction projects (Džiugaitė-Tumėnienė et al., 2017; Zavadskas et al., 2019; Türksis et al., 2019a). In practice, people can implement practically all engineering solutions related to quantification. The need for qualitative assessment remains relevant for their data information. Compared to traditional methods, it is easier to evaluate elements such as justice, qualitative variables and social aspects using MCDM methods (Bausys et al., 2008; Yazdani-Chamzini et al., 2017; Sierra et al., 2018; Invidiata et al., 2018; Yan et al., 2019).

The literature review shows that, despite the existing global urban planning indicators, new sets of criteria are being sought, taking into account social and demographic characteristics. Researchers emphasise that there are no pre-defined social criteria in all contexts, and existing research can only be used as a reference (Vanclay, 2002; Valdes-Vasquez & Klotz, 2013). Based on criteria provided by other scientists, we can create a set of criteria that will address sustainability aspects (emphasising social) that influence the choice of land-plot for a single-family house in a city or suburb of Vilnius.

2. Problem formulation for the selection of the place of construction for the single-family house

In this section, we will discuss issues related to economic, environmental and social aspects to select the most rational plot for a single-family house. Depending on the architectural solutions, the houses are divided into three classes: economical, medium and luxury. Plots can be divided into the same classes as houses, so it is important
to buy a land-plot depending on your investment in the future house. The client selected for the research works in the Vilnius city; his family consists of 3–5 persons, the living area of the planned building is 120–150 m². To determine what criteria are most relevant to our research, we have reviewed the analysis of problem-solving.

Some residents in the city who want privacy searches a plot in a suburb or even a remote area which is far from roads and amenities; others want at least a minimum, and a third maximum infrastructure. However, the majority of modern society is increasingly dependent on critical infrastructure: energy distribution, telecommunications and IT (Saidi et al., 2018). Urban development undergoing because of urbanisation is changing the dynamics of agricultural land transformation. Research conducted by researchers using the spatial transformation method predicts new residential areas in the suburbs (Solecka et al., 2017). Infrastructure forecasting and management (Van der Duin & Litgvoet, 2019) has been conducted through interviews with different suppliers and adaptation to the type of innovation. Occasionally, the country’s urban development policy does not work: planning does not match the interdependence between housing and the labour market, disregards the demand of the population, and stops potential infrastructure development (Cheshire, 2018). Also, vehicle growth, cycling and walking trails affect various business areas (e.g. parcel delivery) associated with urban road infrastructure (Allen et al., 2018).

41% of Europeans live in urban centres (European Environment Agency, 2015). The market of individual houses is currently experiencing a real renaissance: the number of transactions in Vilnius and Vilnius region is equivalent to transactions made during the real estate boom: in 2019 January the number of land-plots sold is 29% higher than in the first month of the previous year (Vilnius Plan, 2018). The Vilnius City (area 401 sq. km; 536 692 inhabitants) municipal general plan includes the objectives of spatial structure improvement: to preserve the peculiarity of the city related to cultural heritage and to give priority to the creation of a compact city in the central and middle zones by developing public social, transport infrastructure and system of greenery (Vilnius Plan, 2018). The city of Vilnius is not able to create infrastructure in all of the people’s desired suburbs, for that purpose, the Municipal Infrastructure Development Law (Law on Municipal Infrastructure Development of the Republic of Lithuania, 2018, effective from 1 January 2020) has been prepared.

Peculiarities of residential place (location, size, purpose, neighbourhood, etc.) are important for the future potential of environmental technologies. The planned housing development is projected by applying a land plot cost of the investment calculation algorithm and evaluating land investments (Kulakov & Baronin, 2017). Changes in the distribution of the population form a rise in housing prices, and thus land-plot prices. As the population grows, land prices in major cities are increasing, and price models are changing at their margins (Widjonarko, 2018). A set of variables has been developed that takes into account changes in land purpose and use (Glumac et al., 2019). Infrastructure development, planned transport investments have been found to add value to the economic development zone and increase the prices of private plots (Bujanda & Fullerton, 2017). Housing choices and price fluctuations in the country are influenced by government policies and market economy structuring (Gallent et al., 2019).

Demand for private clients and even accession to the EU in countries such as Poland, Romania and Estonia were determined by changing social and economic development (Bórawski et al., 2019). There are countries in Europe (including Lithuania) where individual houses can be built on agricultural land. In Poland, after the acquisition of cheaper land plots in agricultural areas, the reorganisation of the purpose of the plots was started (Solecka et al., 2017).

The price of a plot in Vilnius remains relatively high compared to other Lithuanian cities, despite air pollution (Zavadskas et al., 2018). This fact is true that air pollution in Vilnius did not reach the same level as in major European cities, where air pollution levels have a significant impact on the location of housing and land prices (Martínez-Bravo et al., 2019; Caravaggio et al., 2019). However, in Vilnius and its suburbs, air pollution is different, depending on motorised transport (80–90%) and stationary and mobile industry. As the traffic flows are closer to the city centre, pollution is the highest. In our study, the distance to the boundary of Vilnius city is evaluated, which reflects the air pollution. Therefore this feature is not considered as a separate one.

According to construction experts, the price of the plot should be 20–30% of the value of the house. For the construction of a single house, the majority of Vilnius residents choose plots of 6–10 areas. But some people have the most important aspect of living environment (forest, lake). Therefore, in this case, a cheaper but larger plot (over ten ares) is often chosen. In our study, plot prices are taken from free information provided by the most visited real estate portal in Lithuania (Aruodas, 2019). Part of the metropolitan population is looking for housing in suburban or remote areas where the cost of living is lower, without taking into account transport costs. Due to the relocation of the population to the suburbs, highways are being built, and criteria for assessing sustainable transit development are being developed (Wey et al., 2016). With a plot of land, i.e. distance from certain points of concentration of infrastructure, there are also aspects of life such as the delivery of goods, garbage collection and so on (Allen et al., 2018; Hidalgo et al., 2018). Some scientists believe that transport costs are not the main factor in choosing where to live, and its role depends on the characteristics of respondents, such as travel behaviour, residential history, and respondent characteristics ( Humphreys & Ahern, 2017). In Vilnius, like other European cities, traffic jams occur during the morning and the evening peak. According to Lithuanian statistics, one of
the reasons is the increasing number of vehicles. To solve the problem, specialists recommend choosing the public transport of the capital, bicycles, planning joint (with family members, coworkers) car trips, providing more rational routes. According to the data of 2017, about 340 thousand cars, of which 130 thousand from suburbs. The city of Vilnius chosen for our research is of asymmetric shape. Therefore the distance to its boundary has been selected for the evaluation of the distance to the city. If the plot is within the city, the distance to the nearest four-lane street is expected.

An important aspect of site selection is the potential constraints: trunk gas, high-voltage power lines, or objects included in general district plans. The land of the Garden Community is intended for agricultural purposes, but it is possible to build a dwelling house on such a plot. In this case, the cost will be lower as there is no need for spatial planning and other documents. But there are minuses: a small area plot, narrow access streets, problematic installation of water supply or sewerage, the electrical input is low power. Because a small garden house can be built without changing the purpose of the garden plot, which does not prohibit year-round living, some citizens choose this option. Bigger buyers choose parcels with a homeownership purpose, while smaller ones prefer a garden parcel. That was taken into account when selecting the plots, from which we formed two groups of plots for sale.

The privacy is also very important criteria. Everyone has the right to respect for his or her private life, home and communication (European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, 2019; Milč & Zhou, 2018). Residential privacy issues are addressed in research in different scientific fields. Tao (2018) conducted a research study on the impact of residential housing on living conditions. It defines the concept of privacy and states that personal privacy has four types: solitude, intimacy, anonymity and reserve, which can affect people's level of satisfaction. It has been concluded that government policy, as well as housing, has an impact on the housing privacy of the population. Housing privacy is defined as an autonomous and private area, and a lack of privacy can lead to negative side effects on emotional reactions. Living in a single house in many countries is becoming a trend towards privacy (Gugul et al., 2018).

Today, in Lithuania, developers of new quarters are increasingly turning to the needs of modern consumers, tired of the city and the eyes of neighbours, offering them more privacy. Architects are constantly looking for ingenious solutions to the problem of overcrowded settlements and sun-blocking blocks of flats, creating smaller and more remote settlements. In search of the right plot, the potential of privacy and aesthetics can only be predicted for existing and future neighbours, infrastructure changes and similar aspects. The choice of the plot place is much dependent on the crime situation in a particular district of the city (Marques et al., 2018). The security problem could be solved by installing a security system. According to the survey data, only 29% of people in Lithuania have a security system (Construction portal ASA.LT, 2017) together with all dwellings. Today, with a huge supply of security systems, the choice depends on the funds invested. That's how much money you will have to invest in security depends on where the housing will be located, i.e. how fast the security team will be able to arrive in case of an alarm. Therefore, in the study, the potential of security, privacy and aesthetics is determined by the location of the plot about the city of Vilnius and by assessing the elements of the environment: whether it is a garden plot, a residential quarter or a country area. Also, the nearby forest, lake and other aesthetic accents are appreciated.

The aesthetic view of the plot is characterised by water, forests, agricultural areas, settlements, infrastructure objects and used/abandoned land. When planning a dwelling, contextuality is also important – the harmony between landscape and buildings. The aesthetic appearance of the future house (Zavadskas et al., 2017) is no less important for the convenience of use and the cost of the plot and construction. When choosing a plot, the aesthetics of the environment and the house elements can be predicted in advance. Apart from the landscape bordering on the land, the neighbourhood of the adjacent plots is important, and the prospects for change are: whether there will be old houses, whether settlers or nature surrounding the plot will be untouched, whether there will be blocks of flats or even commercial buildings.

One of the biggest advantages of individual houses is space. Only in towns or former garden communities, the plots of houses are small, while further away from the city it is easy to find a spacious plot that will accommodate both the house and the gazebo and a greenhouse, and will still be filled with local entertainment. Today, even in the country regions appear more modern homes with all amenities, fast internet access and convenient access. A very important aspect when choosing a plot is its orientation towards the countries of the world (north-east-west-south). Plots that can be accessed from the north or east can be more attractive.

3. Methodology for evaluation of residential plot selection in Vilnius city

As urbanisation progresses, suburban infrastructure, land use, and projected zoning of housing in the suburbs are changing (Solecka et al., 2017). Our research focuses on one of the many problems of selecting a plot, namely a plot for an economy class client for building a single-family house. Land selection is treated as a multifaceted problem that requires multi-criteria evaluation. Researches have proven this approach to be an effective tool for selecting the most appropriate places (land-plots) for objects of various uses (Schitea et al., 2019; Yimen & Dagbasi, 2019; Aktas & Kabak, 2019). Also, we took into account that the peer-reviewed reviews supported the validity of MCDM approaches as new development principles (Mardani et al.,
Based on the experience of other scientists, when formulating the problem of plot selection, we planned the research stages:
- Choosing alternatives,
- Choosing a research method,
- Selection of experts,
- Selection of criteria and determination of weights,
- Evaluation of alternatives by MCDM method.

Determining the best alternative from the options available is a difficult task. This fact depends on the user's priorities, which may change over time. Therefore, it is important to consider all the features that influence the alternatives carefully. According to the data of the State Enterprise "Center of Registers", about 100 plots were bought on average in Vilnius during the last six months. To select the plot alternatives, we interviewed those single-family homeowners who purchased the plots based on advertisements. Over 70% of the respondents used the services of Aruodas, the most visited real estate portal in Lithuania (Aruodas, 2019). The information in this free portal was the basis for choosing alternatives. Therefore, to determine the alternatives of the problem to be solved, we classified the plots to select a certain set of these objects. Group analysis or grouping is a method used for grouping object sets. A group or cluster is created in which objects belonging to a group are more similar to one another than in other groups (Rokach & Maimon, 2005). Research has identified the impact of housing and job choices on the urban structure in surveys using a representative sample (Acheampong, 2018). A cluster sampling (Zhao et al., 2019) is used to classify large-scale data and the ability of each sample category to access the sample.

In Vilnius and its suburbs, the population of the plots is heterogeneous, so in our study, the plots sold in Vilnius and suburbs were divided into groups depending on the price, position to Vilnius city centre and destination. Agricultural plots were not selected. After cluster sampling, we created two groups of plots: community gardens and residential. In a simple sample, nine plots-alternatives were selected from the nest set (Figures 1 and 2, Table 1): 3 plots in gardens, 6 – residential plots. We have limited the price of the plot – up to 2.2 thousand euros for one are the distance to the Vilnius border – 23 km.

Alternatives can be evaluated using a variety of multi-criteria decision methods that combine sustainability considerations and thus, contradictory criteria. Having evaluated the review study (Mardani et al., 2017) of applying a combination of WASPAS and SWARA approaches to analogous and similar tasks, we consider these to be appropriate in the particular case, i.e. plot for individual house selection.

Taking into account that the plot and the house are selected in Vilnius or its suburbs, all the experts and surveyed persons were selected and invited to Vilnius. Decision-makers and the rest of society need to develop mutual interaction to make reliable decisions. Research has shown that social criteria are also influenced by economic and environmental criteria, and their determination is linked to the countries involved (Di Cesare et al., 2016). Therefore, to create a list of alternatives and criteria, the experts must be selected very responsibly, taking into account their competences (Miguel et al., 2019).

Since the importance of social criteria is closely related to the context of the application, the perspective of the participants and the stages of the life cycle (Sierra et al., 2018), the chosen experts are residents of single-family houses. In this way, eleven experts were selected and invited to make decisions: seven architects/professors of architectural science, two architects designing single-family houses and two residents (doctor and professor) who are living in single-family houses.

When preparing the theoretical model of the site selection and taking into account the research carried out by the scientists, we proposed and agreed with the experts the criteria be applied when choosing a plot in Vilnius city/suburb. Due to the diversity of land prices in Vilnius city/suburbs, the list of criteria, apart from social criteria, includes the economic aspects of infrastructure, the price of land and distance to Vilnius city centre.

Other possible criteria were considered, such as restrictions: trunk gas, high-voltage power lines or objects included in the general district plans. Because the vendors provide these aspects after reviewing the city or district master plans, they are not included in the list of criteria. It is practically impossible to predict the future infrastructure of a particular plot or the surrounding land, so the valuation was based on the data provided by the sellers. The “fuel cost” criterion was also considered but rejected as the customer’s workplace is not covered by the study and may change. The decision was made to evaluate the

![Figure 1. Chosen plots-alternatives in Vilnius city/suburb](https://maps.lt)
Table 1. Description of alternatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternatives</th>
<th>Distance (km) from the nearest</th>
<th>Forest park</th>
<th>Lake pond</th>
<th>Garden community / Residential</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preschool</td>
<td>School</td>
<td>Shop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1, Vilnius, Antakalnis, Nemenčinės road</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>Near forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2, Vilnius r., Maishiagala town</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>Near forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3, Vilnius, Santariškės, Sidabrės str.</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Near park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4, Vilnius r., Pikeliškės village</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5, Vilnius r., Kalveliai village, Žaliašilio str.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>Near forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6, Vilnius, Trakų Vokė, Jono Švažo str.</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>Near forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7, Vilnius, Pilaitė, Platiniškių str.</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>Near forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8, Vilnius, Naujininkai</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>Near forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A9, Vilnius, Salininkai, Kelmijos Sodų 62 str.</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It's a simple method with clear and understandable logic. The evaluation takes place in two stages. In the first stage, the group of experts agreed and prioritised the criteria during the discussions (Table 2). In the second stage, each expert, apart from others, accepts the assessment criteria according to his or her experience and priorities. The following calculations were used to determine the weights of the criteria:

- average values of comparative importance $s_j$;
- determined importance coefficient

$$k_j = s_j + 1;$$ \hspace{1cm} (1)

- recalculated average weights of criteria

$$q_j = \frac{q_{j-1}}{k_j};$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

- final weights of the criteria set

$$w_j = \frac{q_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} q_j},$$ \hspace{1cm} (3)

where: $n$ is a count of criteria.

Table 4 shows the results of the SWARA method calculation: the mean values of the relative comparative importance of the criteria obtained from Table 3, the relative weighting coefficients of the criteria, the recalculated (intermediate) weights of the criteria and the final criteria weights. The final criteria weights are used in the multi-criteria decision-making method WASPAS-SVNS.

Table 2. Sorting criteria by relevance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$c_1 - c_6$</th>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Optimum</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c_1$</td>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>Scores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_2$</td>
<td>Distance to Vilnius city border</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_3$</td>
<td>Price of one are of the plot</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>Euro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_4$</td>
<td>Aesthetic view</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>Scores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_5$</td>
<td>Privacy</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>Scores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_6$</td>
<td>Security</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>Scores</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Peer review of the relative importance of the criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Expert</th>
<th>$c_{1+2}$</th>
<th>$c_{2+3}$</th>
<th>$c_{3+4}$</th>
<th>$c_{4+5}$</th>
<th>$c_{5+6}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Initial decision matrix for the residential plot problem with criteria weight is presented in Table 5.

### 4.2. Selection of the location of the plot by WASPAS-SVNS method

The detailed procedure and application of the WASPAS method are described in detail in Zavadskas et al. (2012). Although this is a relatively new MCDM method, several different modifications of the WASPAS method have been made in recent years (Baušys & Juodagalvienė, 2017; Hafezalkotob et al., 2018; Pamucar et al., 2019).

Since the expert leads to the criteria weight determination process, the SWARA method is found to be the most effective in the valuation sense. The WASPAS method includes two of the most popular objectives. Therefore, this method provides additional numerical stability. Due to the novelty and relevance of the method and its modifications, the developed WASPAS-SVNS extension is used to solve the problem.

This MCDM problem can be solved using WASPAS-SVNS extension of WASPAS method based on the single-valued neutrosophic set. Then the plot selection problem can be described in the next few steps:

1. The initial information is an expert evaluation of the $i^{th}$ alternative and the $j^{th}$ criterion and can be shown as data $x_{ij}, i=1,2,...,m; j=1,2,...,n$. In this case, the decision matrix will have a form:

$$X = \begin{bmatrix} x_{11} & x_{12} & \cdots & x_{1n} \\ x_{21} & x_{22} & \cdots & x_{2n} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ x_{m1} & x_{m2} & \cdots & x_{mn} \end{bmatrix}.$$  

2. Next, we have to normalise aggregated decision matrix $X$ using vector normalisation technique:

$$\bar{x}_{ij} = \frac{x_{ij}}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{m}(x_{ij})^2}}.$$  

3. Then normalised matrix $\bar{X}$ is converted into neutrosophic numbers, what are single-valued and neutrosophic aggregated decision matrix $X^*$ is calculated. To perform this, we need to create a relationship between single-valued neutrosophic numbers and values of criteria of alternatives, which is shown in Table 6.

### Table 4. Determination of criteria weights using SWARA method

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$c_1 - c_6$</th>
<th>Average values of comparative importance indicators, $s_{j(i+1)}$</th>
<th>Coefficients of comparative importance indicators, $k_j$</th>
<th>Recalculated (intermediate) indicators weights, $w_j$</th>
<th>Final indicators weights, $q_j$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c_1$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_2$</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>1.355</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>0.223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_3$</td>
<td>0.300</td>
<td>1.300</td>
<td>0.568</td>
<td>0.173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_4$</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>1.309</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_5$</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>1.372</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>0.096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_6$</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>1.272</td>
<td>0.248</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.304

### Table 5. Criteria and alternatives to weight ratio matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$c_1 - c_6$</th>
<th>Optimum</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Alternatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$c_1$</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>0.302</td>
<td>A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_2$</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>0.223</td>
<td>5.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_3$</td>
<td>min</td>
<td>0.173</td>
<td>6.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_4$</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_5$</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>4.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_6$</td>
<td>max</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>7.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6. Crisp to neutrosophic conversion expressions describing the criteria of the alternatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crisp normalized values</th>
<th>Single-valued neutrosophic numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extremely good (EG)/1.0</td>
<td>(1.00, 0.00, 0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very very good (VVG)/0.9</td>
<td>(0.90, 0.10, 0.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very good (VG)/0.8</td>
<td>(0.80, 0.15, 0.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good (G)/0.7</td>
<td>(0.70, 0.25, 0.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium good (MG)/0.6</td>
<td>(0.60, 0.35, 0.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium (M)/0.5</td>
<td>(0.50, 0.50, 0.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium bad (MB)/0.4</td>
<td>(0.40, 0.65, 0.60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad (B)/0.3</td>
<td>(0.30, 0.75, 0.70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very bad (VB)/0.2</td>
<td>(0.20, 0.85, 0.80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very very bad (VVB)/0.1</td>
<td>(0.10, 0.90, 0.90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely bad (EB)/0.0</td>
<td>(0.00, 1.00, 1.00)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. The first component of the decision depends on sum total relative importance of the alternative \( i \) and can be calculated using WASPAS-SVNS methodology:

\[
\tilde{Q}^{(1)}_i = \sum_{j=1}^{t_{\text{max}}} \tilde{x}^n_{ij} \cdot w^n_{ij} + \left( \sum_{j=1}^{t_{\text{min}}} \tilde{x}^n_{ij} \cdot w^n_{ij} \right)^c, \tag{6}
\]

where values \( \tilde{x}^n_{ij} \), \( w^n_{ij} \) and values \( \tilde{x}^n_{ij} \), \( w^n_{ij} \) are associated with criteria to be maximised and minimised, respectively. The neutrosophic number and real weight number can be multiplied using the equation:

\[
\lambda \tilde{N}_i = \left( 1 - (1 - t_i)^c, i^c, f^c_1 \right), \lambda > 0. \tag{7}
\]

The neutrosophic number can be expressed as \( \tilde{N}_i = (t_i, i^c, f^c_1) \), where \( t \) is membership, \( i \) - indeterminacy and \( f \) - non-membership degrees. Two single-valued neutrosophic numbers can be summed:

\[
\tilde{N}_1 \oplus \tilde{N}_2 = \left( t_1 + t_2 - t_1 t_2, i_1 + i_2 - i_1 i_2, f_1 + f_2 \right). \tag{8}
\]

The second part of Equation 6 consists of the complementary neutrosophic numbers. They can be described as follows:

\[
\tilde{N}_1^c = \left( f_1, 1 - i_1, t_1 \right). \tag{9}
\]

5. The second component of the decision using WASPAS-SVNS methodology can be calculated:

\[
\tilde{Q}^{(2)}_i = \prod_{j=1}^{t_{\text{max}}} (\tilde{x}^n_{ij})^{w^n_{ij}} \cdot \left( \prod_{j=1}^{t_{\text{min}}} (\tilde{x}^n_{ij})^{w^n_{ij}} \right)^c. \tag{10}
\]

Terms in this equation mean the same as in 6. Two neutrosophic numbers can be multiplied as follows:

\[
\tilde{N}_1 \otimes \tilde{N}_2 = \left( t_1 t_2 - i_1 i_2, f_1 + f_2 - f_1 f_2 \right). \tag{11}
\]

6. We can rank alternatives using WASPAS-SVNS approach after final calculation objective by the equation:

\[
\tilde{Q}_i = 0.5 \tilde{Q}^{(1)}_i + 0.5 \tilde{Q}^{(2)}_i. \tag{12}
\]

7. The score function \( S(\tilde{Q}_i) \) is calculated for all alternatives \( i = 1, 2, ..., m \) to be ranked in the last step.

\[
S\left( \tilde{N}_A \right) = \frac{3 + t_A - 2i_A - f_A}{4}, \tag{13}
\]

and we can evaluate alternatives sorting them in descending order \( \tilde{Q}_i, i = 1, 2, ..., m \).

### 4.3. Numerical example

Here we will show an example of a choice of a residential house in the selected plot using MCDM framework. After performing 2 and 3 steps of WASPAS-SVNS method, we get neutrosophic aggregated decision matrix shown in Table 7.

Results of 4–7 steps of described WASPAS-SVNS method presented in Table 8 where the final ranking of alternatives performed using score functions, according to Eq (13).

According to the calculations of WASPAS-SVNS, the best place for the erection of a residential house was determined, and it is an alternative A6. Even though the price of the plot is average (compared to other alternatives) and the aesthetics of the area are expertly assessed both poorly, the evaluation of the infrastructure and the distance to the city of Vilnius resulted in the good position in the ranking queue. The plot is located in the city limits of Vilnius, close to Trakų Vokė manor park, but far enough from the four-lane streets of the city, next to the paved access, with the existing and expanding area infrastructure, as there are many new houses in the neighbourhood.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternatives</th>
<th>A1</th>
<th>A2</th>
<th>A3</th>
<th>A4</th>
<th>A5</th>
<th>A6</th>
<th>A7</th>
<th>A8</th>
<th>A9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( c_1 ) max</td>
<td>(0.2483, 0.8017, 0.7517)</td>
<td>(0.2518, 0.7982, 0.7482)</td>
<td>(0.3371, 0.6629, 0.6629)</td>
<td>(0.1941, 0.8059, 0.6095)</td>
<td>(0.4113, 0.6230, 0.5887)</td>
<td>(0.4190, 0.6215, 0.5810)</td>
<td>(0.3025, 0.7206, 0.6795)</td>
<td>(0.3294, 0.7206, 0.6795)</td>
<td>(0.4229, 0.6157, 0.5771)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_2 ) min</td>
<td>(0.1960, 0.8520, 0.8040)</td>
<td>(0.6509, 0.2991, 0.3491)</td>
<td>(0.0539, 0.9461, 0.9461)</td>
<td>(0.3301, 0.7199, 0.6699)</td>
<td>(0.6171, 0.3329, 0.3829)</td>
<td>(0.0723, 0.9277, 0.9277)</td>
<td>(0.1651, 0.8675, 0.8349)</td>
<td>(0.0451, 0.9549, 0.9549)</td>
<td>(0.1038, 0.8981, 0.8962)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_3 ) min</td>
<td>(0.4788, 0.5319, 0.5212)</td>
<td>(0.0943, 0.9057, 0.9057)</td>
<td>(0.3748, 0.6752, 0.6252)</td>
<td>(0.2902, 0.7598, 0.7098)</td>
<td>(0.0532, 0.9468, 0.9468)</td>
<td>(0.2781, 0.7719, 0.7219)</td>
<td>(0.3627, 0.6873, 0.6732)</td>
<td>(0.5223, 0.4666, 0.4777)</td>
<td>(0.2297, 0.8203, 0.7703)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_4 ) max</td>
<td>(0.2212, 0.8288, 0.7788)</td>
<td>(0.3048, 0.7452, 0.6952)</td>
<td>(0.3713, 0.6787, 0.6287)</td>
<td>(0.4817, 0.5275, 0.5183)</td>
<td>(0.4773, 0.8381, 0.7881)</td>
<td>(0.2119, 0.8506, 0.8012)</td>
<td>(0.1988, 0.6879, 0.6379)</td>
<td>(0.3621, 0.8381, 0.7881)</td>
<td>(0.2119, 0.8381, 0.7881)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_5 ) max</td>
<td>(0.3500, 0.7000, 0.6500)</td>
<td>(0.3296, 0.7204, 0.6704)</td>
<td>(0.2575, 0.7925, 0.7425)</td>
<td>(0.4385, 0.5923, 0.5615)</td>
<td>(0.4265, 0.6102, 0.5740)</td>
<td>(0.2774, 0.7726, 0.7267)</td>
<td>(0.3256, 0.7244, 0.6744)</td>
<td>(0.2048, 0.8452, 0.7952)</td>
<td>(0.2048, 0.8452, 0.7952)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( c_6 ) max</td>
<td>(0.2923, 0.7577, 0.7077)</td>
<td>(0.2061, 0.8439, 0.7939)</td>
<td>(0.3937, 0.6563, 0.6063)</td>
<td>(0.2659, 0.7841, 0.7341)</td>
<td>(0.3034, 0.6752, 0.6252)</td>
<td>(0.3748, 0.7614, 0.7114)</td>
<td>(0.2886, 0.6316, 0.5877)</td>
<td>(0.4123, 0.6489, 0.5993)</td>
<td>(0.4007, 0.6489, 0.5993)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Discussions

The results obtained by applying WASPAS and SWARA methods show that due to the developed infrastructure and convenient transport links, plots located in or near Vilnius city limits are the most suitable for residential construction (alternatives A6, A9, A3 and A8). At present, factors such as the prospects for urban development are difficult to predict and evaluate. Depending on how the city or district is planned to expand, the master plan and the value of the sites will also change. Recently, the Vilnius City Development Plan (Vilnius 2030, 2018) was prepared and presented, which envisages the southern development of the city. That includes neighbourhoods such as Novice and Dew, which must become cosy, safe and attractive. Particular attention will be paid to the planting of these areas by planting adjacent parks and their public infrastructure. Such solutions can add value to the plots in the Naujininkai (A8) area.

One of the key priorities for the future is urban transport and communication. Many connections, viaducts, bridges, pedestrian and bicycle paths are planned. The reconstruction of the Vilnius-Utena road towards Pikelis is under way (Lithuanian Road..., 2018). The highway will be distributed to the intersection with the Vievis-Maišiagala-Nemenčinė road. It is planned to construct intersections of different levels, to build pedestrian overpasses, underground pedestrian crossing, to install a noise reduction wall, to build bicycle paths. The reconstruction of the highway will improve the accessibility of the plots in Pikelis (A4), Nemenčinė (A1) and Maišiagala (A9) and raise them to higher positions.

As we can see, the urban development model may increase the value of some plots and raise them in the ranking of plots or vice versa, if for example a higher density of the area is envisaged.

Conclusions

The selection of a plot for residential construction is an integral part of the sustainability of urban development, which is a multifunctional problem based on an integrated assessment that is based on expert judgment. Multiple criteria approaches define the goals of sustainable development. These methods allow different interpretations of the interests of different members of society. Real estate agents forecast urban development situations and determine the relative importance of sustainability issues. Exact numbers cannot describe all development goals. Neutrosophic information modelling allows us to present true, indeterminate and false counterparts presented by independent functions. Therefore, the plot selection task must represent methods that represent these correspondences in information modelling.

The original mathematical model of the residence plot selection is presented in the study. This model is constructed including a new set of the criteria. For the solution of this model, the neutrosophic WASPAS method was applied. After evaluating the site selection criteria, the experts chose them according to the procedure mentioned above and processed them using the SWARA method. A case study conducted in Vilnius city/suburb illustrates the proposed methodology with nine land-plots selected for plot analysis. The proposed modelling and solution methodology allow the selection of the land-plot according to criteria that include economic, aesthetic and environmental requirements. The previous studies were mostly focused on the evaluation of economic aspects. However, the results obtained in this research showed that economic aspects do not always determine the ranking and that other aspects could be important too.

Based on the calculated results, the most suitable site location for the Vilnius city inhabitant was chosen, this is the A6 alternative. When evaluating the results, it can be concluded that this plot is the best because of the infrastructure, distance to the Vilnius city border and the price of one are plot. The difference between the alternatives by price per one plot of land is not very significant. Even though the number of cars in families increases, the issues of infrastructure and communication become less significant, the
distance to the city of Vilnius is the highest in the alternatives of the worst-rated sites. Thus, the most relevant and important criteria influencing the selection of the plot are infrastructure and distance to the boundary of Vilnius city. Multiple criteria methods make decision making easier and should be used to select the optimal site for your house.

The proposed plot selection model could be extended to other MCDM methods to obtain more accurate data. It could also include an assessment of infrastructure, land-use change, and garden plot planning based on a detailed city plan. We are also planning to develop an integrated computerized method for plot selection based on a multi-criteria approach. That is considered a limitation of this study and the possibility of further studies in the future.
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